1. **Progress Made Since Last Stats Report Submitted:**
   Since the last report was submitted, I have accomplished the final ER diagram for the volleyball database. I included tables for seasons, teams, players, matches, games, and statistics. I had to allow for a user to choose statistics of a player for a certain match, or all the statistics for a team or player. In order to accomplish this I set up a circular relationship in which all players were associated with many matches, one match was associated with many statistics with a player number as an attribute of that relationship and a player can have many statistics. This allowed for the different grouping mentioned above.

2. **Plans for Upcoming Time Period Until Next Status Report Due:**
   Update the SRS to be more specific in terms of requirements and implementations. Also, all data flow diagrams are to be completed and developed according to the requirements listed in the SRS. Finally, develop a data dictionary for all elements, including entities, attributes, and relationships that explains and defines each element in the database.

3. **Issues Resolved:**
   The ER diagram was successfully produced allowing for proper grouping between matches, players, statistics, and teams. This was resolved by accomplishing what was described in section 1 of this status report.

4. **New Issues to be Addressed:**
   No new issues need to be addressed at this time.